DOCTORAL THESIS CO-TUTORSHIP AGREEMENT

PREAMBLE:

Between

The Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, a Public Law entity of the Kingdom of Spain, with its address at calle Einstein Nº1, Ciudad Universitaria of Cantoblanco, 28049, Madrid, Spain, represented by the Vice-Rect of research, Mr José Manuel González Sancho, acting by virtue of delegation of competences granted by means of the Rectoral Resolution of 1st March 2019, (Official Bulletin of the Community of Madrid on 11th March 2019),

and,

The University of

with its address at

represented by

pursuant to royal Decree (99/2011 of 28th January, and royal decree 195/2016 of 16th May, that regulates official doctorate education, as well as its regulatory and procedural development at the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, and pursuant to the university regulations

it is hereby resolved to prepare a doctoral thesis co-tutorship agreement regarding the student Mr/Mrs that shall be conducted under the joint responsibility of both institutions according to the following terms:

ADMINISTRATIVE CLAUSES:

1.- The term foreseen to prepare the thesis shall be three years.

2.- The schedule foreseen for the periods of work and activities at each institution shall be as follows:

The doctoral candidate must stay at each institution for at least 6 months

3.- The doctoral candidate is enrolled at the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid on the Doctoral Programme.
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4.- The doctoral candidate is enrolled at University on 
Doctoral Programme.

5.- The student shall pay their enrolment fees at University every year and shall be exempt from their payment at University.

During their stay at University, the student shall benefit from the following social coverage:

At the UAM, the doctoral candidate shall benefit from the general coverages inherent to the enrolment.

ACADÉMIC CLAUSES:

6.- The title foreseen for the doctoral thesis is

At the UAM, the thesis shall be directed by Professor and at University by Professor

7.- The composition of the thesis examination panel shall be established by common agreement between the universities, according to the rules of the country where the defence takes place. At the Autonomous University of Madrid, the doctoral candidate must adapt to the monitoring and periodic assessment procedures of the programme (research plan, annual reports, etc.), and the procedure and terms to authorise defence of the doctoral thesis, regardless of the place where the defence takes place.

8.- A sole thesis defence shall be conducted, recognised by both the parties concerned, that shall take place at the University.

9.- The thesis shall be written in the Spanish/other language and the abstract in the language (if other than the above).

Defence of the doctoral thesis shall be conducted in the language.

10.- Both the institutions undertake to issue the PhD Title, from the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid and the Title by the University of

11.- The modes of filing, description and reproduction of the thesis are those established in the regulations for that purpose in each country.

12.- Whatever the country in which the thesis is defended, the expenses of organising defence of the thesis and travel by the members of the examination panel shall be borne by both
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institutions, shared equally, within the limits established by each university. At the Autonomous University of Madrid, the maximum amount that may be financed from general expenses against the institutional budget of the university shall be that applicable to all the thesis examination panels according to the rules of budget implementation established in the annual budget of the university.

13.- This agreement comes into force on the day it is signed by the representatives of both institutions and it shall be valid until defence of the thesis prepared under co-tutorship.

Madrid, on , on 

For the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
The Research Vice-Rector

Mr. José Manuel González Sancho

The Thesis Supervisor
Mr.

The Doctoral Candidate
Mr.

For the University
The Rector,

Mr.

The Thesis Supervisor
Mr.